
E-Mail from Town Agent Fred Dunnington Regarding Dutton Property 
 
From: Fred Dunnington [mailto:fsdunnington@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, March 05, 2022 10:53 AM 
To: Kathleen Ramsay <KRamsay@TownOfMiddlebury.org> 
Subject: Dutton property 
 
Hi Kathleen - 
 
I was looking at the upcoming SelectBoard meeting packet on the Dutton property.  The 
agenda notes  that the Counsel’s (Benj’s) letter is a right of first refusal offer…but reading 
the letter closely, to me it is a first offer to the Town to purchase for their asking price, 
not a first refusal. 

 
 

 
 
 

Generally, it is not in a seller’s interest to create a right of first refusal as it can deter bona fide 
offers.  Thus, it would not seem to be in the Trustee’s fiduciary responsibility to establish a first 
refusal agreement with the Town.  
  
I see Benj’s letter is nearly a year old.  Maybe there are more recent negotiations or other 
agreements / documents…according to the Selectboard minutes listed, the Town is represented by 
Jim Carroll… has he been asked to help move this toward closure, or is he  just retained to handle 
a closing, once a Town offer has been accepted? 
 
With just the information presented in the packet and agenda notes, I think processing Justis 
DeVries’ consultation data into an updated Town offer would seem to be a first logical step. I 
wonder why Justis’ comparable lot sales do not include the former Bushey large parcel 



immediately to the north?   Sharing the consultation data and the basis for formulation of this new 
Town offer could be sufficient basis for the Trustee to feel comfortable he would be fulfilling his 
fiduciary responsibility to accept it. 
 
The average of the larger land sales, on a per-acre basis, times the 44.5 acres might be worth 
computing…maybe $250K at the present time is what it has now come to be worth… you might 
hope that the offer to sell for $250,000 is still on the table… 
 
Failing that, perhaps offering to purchase based on a full appraisal, where the Town and the Trustee 
would share the cost of the appraisal, might be offered. 
  
Finally, the Town paying the full cost of a new appraisal and offering that amount, ought to do it, 
hopefully.  
 
One other comment…on the survey, there is a note that the proposed access to Lot 2 is from the 
old Town Class 4 road…. There should be no implied or other deed restriction to access to this 
property from its Seminary St Extension frontage and the farm/woods access that we walked out 
at the site visit.  
 
 
Best of luck…hope these thoughts are helpful. 
  
 
Fred 
Fred Dunnington 
 


